
FEED MY SHEEP: A REFLECTION ON THE ONLINE CELEBRATION OF

THE EUCHARIST IN LOCKDOWN1

The onslaught of the pandemic has impacted many physically, emotionally and financially. Some have lost

family members, some lost jobs through lockdown, others became trapped in homes that are violent, and

many struggle with depression and anxiety which has been identified as the hidden pandemic. Some may

have been impacted spiritually, asking God what is the meaning of this suffering, or even blaming God for

such suffering. As both individuals and humankind as a whole, we need help to survive this time in our

history. Our faith in God is one such key support, a faith that needs to be nurtured through God’s Holy

Word and the bread and wine, or body and blood of Christ.  

At the start of lockdown in South Africa (and indeed elsewhere in the world), Catholics were encouraged to

participate in the celebration of mass online by way of spiritual communion. 2 Attendance at mass was either

through watching a recorded mass, or attendance at a live online one but which was a one way celebration

with the celebrant saying the parts meant for the priest and the faithful. There was and is little if any active

participation  in  the  service  by  attendees.  In  respect  of  receiving  Holy  Communion,  believers  were  to

participate through exercising their spiritual imaginations of receiving the body and blood of Christ, or be

satisfied in receiving Christ in the form of the spoken Word, or find value in their sudden enforced fast

from actual bread and wine, that is, the body and blood of Christ.3 

As  a  Roman  Catholic  Womanpriest4,  these  approaches  to  receiving  Holy  Communion  were  deeply

disturbing. Something jarred within me:  was I to eat and drink the consecrated bread and wine while my

community  watched  me? Were  they  really  to  go  without  in  a  time  of  such  suffering? In  my  call  to

priesthood, I was asked by God to “feed my sheep”, following the words Jesus spoke to Peter.5 How was I

to fulfil this call in the celebration of the Eucharist especially at a time of deep need for God and God’s

consolation and feeding?  

1 Further distribution of this article is not permitted.

2 The act of desiring union with Christ in circumstances where communion cannot be physically received.

3 Such value may be fasting as an act of solidarity with those who cannot access communion for example those 
in the Amazon region.

4 I was ordained through the movement called Roman Catholic Womenpriests (RCWP). See 
www.romancatholicwomenpriests.org for further information.

5 John 21:17

http://www.romancatholicwomenpriests.org/


Catholic  journalist,  Robert  Mickens6,  captured  my  concerns  eloquently.  He  described  this  situation  as

parents7 who prepared and provided a meal for themselves and their children, and then proceeded to eat

and drink while the children watched their parents. It just does not sit well. Somehow this was sanctioned

behaviour of parents. And in the context of spiritual communion, there was to be spiritual value for the

children in observing their parents feeding themselves while they went without food; or that the words of

their parents were sufficiently fulfilling. 

There is something innately and instinctually wrong with this picture. 

Since we are not passive beings, could something therefore be done, even if not done before?  

How can we respond to the needs of this time which prevents physical gatherings, consecration within a

community that is present and real sharing in the body and blood of Christ? How then can the request by

Jesus to Peter to “feed my sheep” and “feed my lambs” be fulfilled? Is it a case of there being one font that

is now closed to the faithful (but open to clergy), and God in Christ being limited? Or are we invited to

explore a new way of being church and being fed by Christ not only in the words of scripture but also in the

body and blood of Christ?

Can live online services in which the community participates in consecration be a valid and valuable option?

If the faithful are invited to bring their gifts of bread and wine to a table that they have prepared at home to

participate in the service, can this satisfy their hunger? Can these gifts be consecrated through the gathering

of a virtual community who gather intentionally in deep faith, and through the operation of the Spirit in and

through each person so that they eat the body and drink the blood of Christ in real terms right here right

now?

For me, the answer lies in scripture, theology and lived experiences of faith.

In the first, we are invited to reflect on a particular scripture in which Jesus heals the centurion’s servant by

a word that he speaks some distance away from the beloved servant (Matt 8:5-13). Jesus applauds the faith

of the centurion who recognises his authority in this regard. The centurion does not doubt the possibility of

such a remote healing. He recognises the power of Jesus and words. In this account alone we are assured of

the power of God to act even in the so called absence of Jesus, healing at a far physical distance, that is,

without the physical presence of Jesus. When the priest says the words of consecration, when the Spirit is

called upon to transform the gifts of bread and wine, does our Lord not act remotely through each gathered

believer in her or his home? Is our faith like that of the centurion, or do we lag far behind?   

6 Mickens, R. 2020. “The Mass has ended … but”. Available at  https://cathnews.co.nz/2020/04/06/the-mass-has-ended-but/  

7 He accepted that it wasn’t the best analogy since priests are not parents per se. The overall point however is 
well made.

https://cathnews.co.nz/2020/04/06/the-mass-has-ended-but/


The story of this remote healing actually tells us that God is everywhere. Faith is needed to hold this reality.

In other words in the context of the celebration of the Eucharist online, God is in the home and in the

person of each believer who participates intentionally and in faith in the act of consecration. Do we believe

that God is really real, and really everywhere? Or is our belief that God is constrained? 

This leads to a critical next reflection: do we believe that God can act through a lay person? Can the faithful

be trusted with so great an honour as consecration? In the Catholic faith tradition, and perhaps in others

too, the divide between the clergy and laity is a sad reality which has led to the laity being perceived as

second class, and disempowered in their faith. Can this all powerful God really act through a lay person who

is made in the image and likeness of God just like the priest? Are we not all to become transformed into the

person of Christ and be Christ in the world?8 Are we not all part of the royal priesthood of Christ? One

member shared that she is beginning to believe that

perhaps God can make things holy through her –

even if just a little bit. The communal act of online

consecration returns to the lay faithful their dignity.

Perhaps our theology and priests need conversion

in this regard.

These  are the  questions  I  wrestled with.  I  simply

could not refuse the call  of God to feed the faithful.  I simply could not eat and drink in front of my

community, who too were faced with severe challenges in this time of lockdown, and who, through an act

of faith, could be nourished and sustained in actually consuming the body and blood of Christ. 
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The wisdom of liberation theology also played in the background of my mind. The invitation to “see, judge,

act” strengthened my desire. And so trusting that theology follows from lived actions of faith, I invited and

continue to invite my community to bring their gifts of bread and wine, and consecrate these together with

me.  

Finally, what gives real credence to such new and bold steps in faith is if fruits of the Spirit have been borne.

To put it another way, what have individual believers in online celebrations of mass experienced? What is

the sense of the faithful? I share with you a few reflections on this topic from those in my community9:

“During the very first week of lockdown, I watched the Mass that was live-streamed by the Jesuit Institute. It was a perfectly

good Mass, but it was just like watching TV. I was a spectator, I kept quiet, I didn’t feel moved to say prayers out loud, and

8 See theologian Elizabeth Johnson’s consideration of this topic in her book She Who Is.

9 Permission was obtained from the writers to share these reflections 



communion wasn’t a real experience at all. The next week, I joined the Mass

offered by Dianne Willman on Zoom, and right from the start that experience

was so different. We were invited to prepare our own tables with bread and

wine, and the invitation was there to consecrate together.  Ever since that first

Zoom Mass, I have had a deeply meaningful experience of Mass every week,

with a real communion that has brought me closer to God, that has nourished

my soul and my spiritual  life,  and that has  helped me to face  the peculiar

circumstances  of  lockdown with  equanimity  and  strength  and  hope.

The Easter services in particular were some of the most meaningful I have

experienced  in  a  long  time.  I  find  the  liturgy  as  used  by  the  RCWP

movement both simple and deep and I love the inclusive nature of it.  My

experience of Mass during this lockdown period has been one of  growth,

empowerment, and a reawakening, where  my religion has once again come

into alignment with my spiritual life.” Penny

           

    Online adoration after Holy Thursday

mass

“Sharing the Eucharist with you, my sister and community has been a
huge resource during this time of Covid. I feel you embody a community
model  of  church,  less  hierarchical...it  is  a  circle.  Your  welcome  and
relatedness to each person models what Eucharist is about. Exercising
my  own  priestly  calling  in  celebrating  Eucharist  together has  been
profoundly moving. It is a model of church that I “find a home in”. It
has been a profoundly renewing experience of living faith.”    

Sybil



 “My  experience  of  this  time  has  been  of  a  very
significant time in my “pilgrim’s progress”. Attendance
at a crowded mass is often anything but prayerful as
there  are so  many distractions.  Being  able  to  have  a
quiet  and special  place  in  one’s  home where one  can
pray with  one or  two family  members enables  one  to
pray the mass in a very deep and meaningful  way. I
have found the masses in our community very inspiring
and  motivating,  prayerful  and  challenging  to  become
more eucharistic to others. We have been able to pray
with each other from all over the globe at the same time as sharing prayer with our own family members.” 

Frances
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“The  blessing  of  being  able  to  celebrate  the  Eucharist  at  home,  yet  in
community, becomes even 

more important in our present pandemic times.  Isolated lonely people are
connecting,  caring and celebrating together.  We become Eucharist  to one
another. 

With the inclusion of  Communion in our  new online  mass an internal
mental dialogue occurred. How could we celebrate communion if the bread
and wine  we  had brought  to  the table  had not  been consecrated  by  the
priest? However, I settled into acceptance as faith spans time and distance,
so my bread and wine was being consecrated from a distance. Matthew 18:20 says” Where two or more are gathered
in my name I am in the midst of them.” The phrase …´with God anything is possible´ rings in my ears.

 

When I celebrate the Eucharist I bring all the joys and hardships of the week, giving thanks for the many small
miracles that have been showered on me and my loved ones. I also give thanks for the fortitude to weather the blows
and hardships the week might have brought my way. The comfort of knowing that I can lean into God’s Love, enables
me to cope. 

I am exceedingly thankful for the opportunity of being part of this new online community and with God’s grace it will
grow touching many lives and situations. Judy



Eucharist  for me is  the tangible  Life  of  Jesus in us no matter time, space or
method of transmission. We are and live Eucharist, not sit and watch it! Online
or not does not change the fact that Jesus came to live within us. The theology isn’t
new, just  the way we have  distorted  it  through the  patriarchal  centuries.  The
simple theology for me is that online diminishes and changes nothing of this. We
live in the Resurrection, in the Cosmic Christ, so there aren’t physical boundaries.

Bernie

In conclusion, Jesus fed and is able to continue to feed his sheep. There is an

abundant source of feeding that is real food. It seems that we need the faith

of the centurion not only to survive this pandemic but perhaps to thrive in it. 

I am left wondering whether Mary has not said to Jesus once again as she did at the wedding in Cana 10:

“They have no wine”? Has Jesus not responded? For me, the best wine has been saved for last as it was in

the wedding at Cana: a wine born of deep faith, intentional participation in the meal, and an unfathomable

trust in the dignity of all God’s people to be conduits of Divine grace and restored images of Christ. 

Rev Dianne Willman

  

10 John 2:1-12


